RIT’s C++ Programming Distance Learning Course Now Available for Only $195

February 22, 2002

A special one-time offering of a C++ Programming distance learning class is available for only $195, through the National Technical Institute for the Deaf at Rochester Institute of Technology.

Designed for the deaf and hard-of-hearing student, lectures are on videotape that includes sign language, captioning, graphics and animations. Course interaction will be via electronic conferencing and email. Instruction will also be posted on the web and executable program examples will be shared to help clarify programming concepts and assignments.

Registration for this 10-week introductory programming course is available until March 11, and is open to deaf, hard-of-hearing and hearing students worldwide, for credit or non-credit. Students must have a command of the English language; have access to the Internet, a PC Windows-based computer and a VCR and television for viewing the lectures.

To register, or for more information, please contact actonline@rit.edu, or call 716.475.2225 (v/tty).

Distance learning offers students the opportunity to study at RIT, one of the nation’s leading universities, from anywhere in the world.

Since 1979, RIT has been a leader in the use of electronic forms of communication for course interaction. RIT has been recognized repeatedly by U.S. News & World Report as one of the nation’s leading universities for its technology, science and overall educational value.